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Bacon, Peggy. The Magic Touch; illus. by the author. Little, 1968. 112p. $3.95.
The three Lurie children thought that the cook's meals were much too
Ad elaborate and exotic, but they had promised their parents that they would
4-6 be cooperative. Result: they didn't fuss, but they didn't eat; starving, the
three decided to do their own cooking. The cookbook they found in the at-
tic was entitled The Magic Touch; the first dish they cooked changed
them into cats, the second into dogs, the third (a planned try for being
birds) into rabbits, etc. Each transformation provided some adventure;
each magic recipe came complete with antidote. Tired of their own cook-
ing and their troubles as animals, the children decided to appreciate
gourmet cooking and to try their own "magic" to improve people. The
writing is blithe, the episodic plot rather stretched, the strongest quality
of the book being the light humor of the dialogue.
Bailey, John. Prehistoric Man; written and illus. by John Bailey. Hawthorn
Books, 1968. 96p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.50 net.
A brief and often amusing examination of prehistory and a proposal
Ad that some of the accepted theories of man's evolution are erroneous.
6-9 The author briskly states that his purpose is to engage the reader in
doubt and conjecture, pointing out that many of our ideas about prehis-
toric man are based on supposition. He proposes, as alternate theories,
that we are related to none of the manlike fossils that have been exhumed,
that there was an Atlantis (in which men developed in isolation, later re-
turning to battle with Neanderthal men) and that possibly Greek myths
are based on this. One interesting speculation is that the cave paintings
were schoolrooms where young men were taught about animals and hunt-
ing techniques, a theory supported by the fact that the animal figures are
in some instances mutilated by spear thrusts. A brief reading list and a
relative index are appended.
Berkowitz, Freda Pastor. On Lutes, Recorders and Harpsichords; Men and Mu-
sic of the Baroque; drawings by Malcolm Spooner. Atheneum, 1967.
168p. Trade ed. $4.75; Library ed. $4.37 net.
An informative and well-written book by a member of the faculty of
R the Curtis Institute of Music; the author prefaces her description of the
7-10 music, the composers, and the instruments by a discussion of general
characteristics of the Baroque period. Although the title seems to em-
phasize the instruments, it is actually the Baroque composers whose
[37]
lives and work constitute the major part of the book. The biographical
sketches of thirteen major composers give, in toto, a good picture of the
musical developments of the age and of the innovations that individual
composers contributed. A glossary is appended.
Bethell, Jean. How to Care for Your Dog; illus. by Norman Bridwell. Four Winds,
1967. 64p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.44 net.
Simply written, illustrated with repetitive cartoon-style pictures, a
R good first book about the care and training of dogs. The author gives ad-
3-6 vice based on the precepts of kindness and firmness, common sense and
patience, a policy that admits neither of harshness nor pampering, and
an understanding of the dog's limitations and needs. There is even a kind
thought for others; in discussing curbing the dog, "It's thoughtless to let
him mess up the sidewalk or other people's property." Also discussed
are first aid, trips, and tricks that one can easily teach a dog.
Bevans, Michael H. The Book of Reptiles and Amphibians; written and illus. by
Michael H. Bevans. Rev. ed. Doubleday, 1967. 87p. $4.50.
Although too large to be handy as a portable identification book, this
R does have that function, since the illustrations are full color and clearly
5-9 detailed. The author makes no claim to be comprehensive; he gives de-
scriptions of common varieties of poisonous and nonpoisonous snakes,
of toads, salamanders, lizards, turtles, tortoises, and alligators. Each
illustration is accompanied by a descriptive paragraph that gives habi-
tat, common and proper names, characteristic behavior, and sometimes
additional facts about the creature's appearance or about how dangerous
it is (or isn't) to people. An index is appended-there was none in the
original edition; the material is the same, but the arrangement has been
changed somewhat.
Bond, Michael. Paddington at Work; with drawings by Peggy Fortnum. Houghton,
1967. 128p. $3.25.
Not often do sequels maintain the high level of the first story pub-
R lished, but this sixth story about an engaging bear is just as amusing as
4-6 were the preceding ones. Paddington lives with an English family, and
one of the charms of the books is their bland acceptance of a bear that
is all-but-human. In each chapter, Paddington gets into a jam of some
kind; inevitably he emerges the victor over fate, enemies, or his own
blunders. The style is breezy, the action nicely paced. Younger children
are a good read-aloud audience for the episodic adventures, but the oc-
casional word-play is a bonus for the independent reader.
Bova, Ben. Out of the Sun. Holt, 1968. 88p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92
net.
A science fiction story that has an element of mystery, written in a
Ad direct and simple style that will not impede any reluctant readers who
6-9 are attracted by the subject. The subject is the sabotage of a new model
of fighter plane; one of the men who produced the new metal out of which
the Cobra is built is recalled to the base when a ship disintegrates in the
air. The scientist, working on a test-and-elimination basis, suspects an
enemy laser and tries a hazardous test to prove his theory. Not unusual
[38]
in story line or treatment, but adequately written, with natural dialogue
and a reasonable solution to the mystery.
Cain, Arthur H. Young People and Crime. Day, 1968. 155p. $3.95.
A psychologist writes directly to the young person, analyzing the
R reasons people turn to crime and discussing the problems of the crimi-
9- nal. Dr. Cain does not opt for acceptance of the status quo, but for chan-
neling constructively one's disagreement. With empathetic calm, he con-
siders the frustrations and restlessness that beget drug addiction, pros-
titution, and the whole spectrum of criminal acts. His dispassionate logic
is convincing; his attitude is realistic but not defeatist. A list of suggest-
ed readings is appended.
Carpenter, Allan. New York; illus. by Tom Dunnington. Childrens Press, 1967.
96p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $2.63 net.
There is a considerable amount of factual information in this-and
M other volumes-in the series, but the brochure aura and the random as-
4-6 semblage of material in some sections weaken the book's usefulness.
Within each of the three sections (the state, the eastern counties of Long
Island, and the five boroughs of New York City) the arrangement of ma-
terial is topical, the style often rambling. The text gives historical infor-
mation, facts about people, comments on industry or natural resources,
et cetera. A bit of everything, with such topic headings as "Human Trea-
sures," "Behemoth of Manufacturing," "Lay of the Land," "So Much to
Do!" Periodically there are questions to the reader, under the heading,
"Collecting Your Thoughts." Some fact lists are included in a "Handy
Reference Section," and an index is appended.
Casewit, Curtis W. Ski Racer. Four Winds, 1968. 222p. Trade ed. $4.50; Li-
brary ed. $4.12 net.
Bob Paulsen's parents have little sympathy for their son's obsession
M with championship skiing; they forbid him to go to Colorado for training
6-9 in the middle of a school term, but Bob sneaks off in the night and heads
west. He gets a part-time job (and, later, financial support from his
parents) and the coveted chance to train with a famous coach, Stamm-
an unpleasant and rigid character. Most of the book is about the details
of Stamm's rigorous training of the team, although there are a few small
sub-plots (a girl friend, an awakening interest in the study of German,
relations with parents, etc.) and the book ends with Bob losing the big
race, but taking it well. Most of the characterization is flat, and the plot
is of minor interest compared to the details about skiing, so that the
book should appeal chiefly to readers who are ski fans.
Cavanna, Betty. Mystery in Marrakech. Morrow, 1968. 224p. Trade ed. $3.75;
Library ed. $3.56 net.
Dizzy goes to visit her friend Felicia's family in Marrakech and
NR promptly becomes involved in more intrigue and adventure than even
6-9 she had bargained for. Felicia's father is in oil, and there is competi-
tion from the Russians; the political complications lead to Felicia's be-
ing abducted by a Moroccan mercenary. The police are no help when it
happens, and Felicia's parents are away, so valiant Dizzy goes off with
Felicia's brother and the cook (a near-stereotype Negro) and-after an
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interminable chase-finds the victim in an abandoned 600-room casbah.
There is information about Morocco, but it is almost obscured by the
overdone plot.
Chandler, Edna Walker. With Books on Her Head; illus. by Charles Keeping.
Meredith, 1967. 154p. $3.95.
A story about the merging of modern practices and tribal custom, set
Ad in Liberia; the author has been, since 1962, working to develop Liberian
6-9 juvenile literature as a representative of the American Government in
Liberia. Mieta's older brother had gone to mission school and to high
school; wistfully, Mieta dreamed of learning to read and yet was re-
signed to the fact that her father would never permit her to go to school.
For a good daughter of the tribe, bush school was enough; there a girl
would receive her tribal marks and her tribal lore. Mieta did not want
to be tattooed; she did not want an arranged marriage with an older man;
she was sure that all the best young men wanted a wife who could "read
book." Mieta's father changed his mind when word came that the para-
mount chief wanted his own girl children to go to school, and Mieta hap-
pily achieved her goal. Not an unusual theme, but the setting has appeal;
the characterization is competent, the dialogue rather heavily laden with
such exchanges as "Whitetail snake, for true?" "Ya, ya! He bite Out-of-
Head. Then he go back in bush. He in bush now. I know so!"
Christopher, John. The Pool of Fire. Macmillan, 1968. 178p. $4.25.
The last volume of a science fiction trilogy (The White Mountains,
Ad City of Gold and Lead) in which the alien Masters have come from an-
6-9 other planet to rule the ruined world. Controlled by steel mesh implant-
ed in their brains, men have become subservient--save for the valient
few who have dared to escape the mesh caps and have planned a revolt.
Will Parker, who is the speaker in all three books, describes the dan-
gerous and successful foray against the Masters in their conditioned and
heavily guarded dome. With the destruction of all of the Masters, man-
kind is free to set up its own government; to the dismay of Will and his
friends, all of the concord and the erasure of boundaries and prejudices
that obtained during the long struggle for independence disappear. As
had happened in man's distant past, nation is quarreling with nation. As
in man's past, again a small nucleus of men are determined that the
most important thing in the world is world harmony. So Will gives up
his personal plans to work for unity; so the book ends. It is a depress-
ing if realistic note, somehow less satisfying in a book of science fan-
tasy than it would be were the book simply a story of the future. This
volume does not have the same pace as did the first two, nor the same
cohesion; the style is good, the action is plentiful, and the whole concept
is durably imaginative, however.
Cleaver, Vera. Lady Ellen Grae; by Vera and Bill Cleaver; illus. by Ellen Ras-
kin. Lippincott, 1968. 124p. $2.95.
That highly original character Ellen Grae Derryberry in a second
R and equally enjoyable book. In Ellen Grae, the articulate and imaginative
4-6 heroine learned that her parents, who were divorced, still were her ref-
uge in time of trouble. Here they agree that Ellen Grae needs to become
more feminine via a visit to Aunt Eleanor in Seattle; against all Ellen
[40]
Grae's blandishments they stand firm and united. While she is visiting
Aunt Eleanor, Ellen Grae not only picks up a few feminine habits but
passes on to her cousin Laura (the shining example of a nice, feminine
girl) some of her careless, hoydenish ways. The plot is adequate but of
minor interest compared to people and dialogue; the Cleavers are gifted
in their ability to draw salty, individual characters without making them
caricatures.
Coles, Robert. Dead End School; illus. by Norman Rockwell. Atlantic-Little,
Brown, 1968. 100p. $3.95.
The author of Children of Crisis tells it like it is for the young read-
R er. Jim had just moved to the Saunders school district, and he found the
4-6 sixth grade there was noisy and crowded; on the second day of school
the principal came in and announced that the class would have to be
moved to another school. Jim's mother was among the many parents
whose protest was effective: a move to a good school, yes, but a move
to another crowded ghetto school, no. Jim was one of the children who
went by bus to an uncrowded school in an all-white neighborhood. The
story ends with Jim's description of that first day at school and his re-
port on it at home that evening; realistically, nothing startling happens.
Some children are friendly, some uncomfortable, and almost everybody
is self-conscious. But it's a start. Simple, direct, quiet, and effective.
Colman, Hila. Mixed-Marriage Daughter. Morrow, 1968. 191p. Trade ed. $3.75;
Library ed. $3.56 net.
Sophie Barnes hated leaving New York City, hated changing schools
M for the last year of high school, and anticipated no pleasure in small
6-10 town life. She found little. Her mother's family, the Goldens, welcomed
Sophie but were taken aback because she did not identify herself as Jew-
ish. "By Jewish law if your mother's Jewish, you're Jewish." Falling
into the pattern of social segregation, the students assumed that Sophie
would join the Jewish group; Sophie not only refused that, but began to
date the son of the most vocally antisemitic woman in town. He finally
confessed that his psychiatric counselor thought he was using Sophie to
hurt his parents, and the romance ended. Sophie, forced by circumstance
to examine her own feeling of prejudice, finally admitted that she'd been
sweeping her shame under the carpet but had come to feel that she was
"the product of a rather marvelous mixture of different cultures" and
(the book ends) that her experience "had opened her eyes to both the pain
and the pride of being an American Jew." One aspect of the book is most
effective, and that is the way in which Sophie uses the technique of ra-
tionalization to cover prejudice; the total effect of the book, however,
negates the author's worthy purpose. The situation is so set up that it
seems a contrived overstatement: Sophie's father goes along with the
maternal-dominance theory, as though Judaism were a genetic trait;
Sophie's mother comes from a segment of Jewry less likely to marry a
Gentile than those less devout; Sophie dates the boy whose mother spear-
heads discrimination against Jews, etc. The writing style is adequate,
the characters good, the subject important, the intention splendid-but
the cards stacked.
Copeland, Helen. This Snake Is Good; illus. by Charles W. Walker.
T. Y. Crowell, 1968. 181p. $3.95.
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Duncan, whose father is director of a nature museum, is interested
Ad in snakes, and is crushed, when he gets to summer camp, to learn that
4-6 the area has been cleared of snakes and that he is not to be permitted
to hunt them. He finds a king snake and hides it; the snake is discovered
and Duncan quells the frightened boys and the not much less frightened
staff. He thrashes the bully who has been teasing him all summer, and
the story ends with the camp director so convinced that some snakes are
good that he proposes to import some. The final scene isn't quite con-
vincing, but the book is well written, with even pace and characterization;
the author gives a good picture of life at camp.
Crossley-Holland, Kevin, ed. Winter's Tales for Children 3; illus. by Gareth
Floyd. St. Martin's, 1967. 199p. $6.50.
A collection of original stories (eight) and poems (seven) and a play;
R first published in England, this attractively illustrated and varied collec-
6-9 tion is illustrated with many drawings in black and white and with several
pages in full color. There's one tale in which three children find prehis-
toric remains in a barrow, and another that is an adaptation of a Czech
folktale; the play reflects Welsh legendry, and the remainder of the ma-
terial has contemporary settings. The authors include Hildick, Graves,
Treece, and Blishen.
Dodge, Bertha Sanford. Hands that Help; Careers for Medical Workers; illus. by
Jane Clark Brown. Little, 1967. 247p. $4.75.
A science teacher surveys the spectrum of paramedical careers and
R the new techniques and equipment that they use in performing direct or
8-12 ancillary medical services. The text describes the work done by tech-
nologists who specialize in several areas, by therapists, librarians, mi-
crobiologists, anesthesiologists, laboratory assistants, and operating
room assistants. There is good background material that enables the
reader to understand both the importance and the technical aspects of
jobs in medical fields. The writing is straightforward and competent;
there are a few anecdotes or fictionalized passages, but they are re-
strained and unobtrusive. Addresses of professional societies, a glos-
sary, and a lengthy relative index are appended.
Elting, Mary. The Mysterious Grain; by Mary Elting and Michael Folsom; illus.
by Frank Cieciorka. Evans, 1967. 118p. $4.50.
There's an element of suspense in this well-written report on inves-
R tigations into the origin of that mysterious grain, corn. For many years
6-9 scientists had been puzzled by the ancestry of a plant that could not re-
produce itself; corn depends on man for propagation. Darwin puzzled
about this and Burbank conducted experiments; the painstaking research
and the discarded theories of many botanists were the base for the dis-
covery of three contemporary scientists (Galinat, MacNeish, and Man-
gelsdorf) of the wild plant from which corn evolved. The book gives a
clear picture of the slow accrual of a body of scientific knowledge as
well as of the cautious testing of theories. A bibliography and an index
are appended.
Feerick, John D. The Vice-Presidents of the United States; by John D. and
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Emalie P. Feerick; illus. with engravings and photographs. Watts,
1967. 91p. $2.65.
A useful book that has reference value, since the major portion of
R the text consists of biographies of the vice-presidents with a portrait
5-9 or photograph included. The first part of the book describes the estab-
lishment of the office and those changes that were made subsequently
in the election of a vice-president; briefly discussed are the salary,
duties, and inauguration for the office. The writing is crisp and objec-
tive; an index is appended.
Garfield, Nancy. The Tuesday Elephant; illus. by Tom Feelings. T. Y. Crowell,
1968. 38p. $3.95.
A story about a ten-year-old boy of the Kamba tribe in Kenya, Gid-
M eon, who makes friends with a baby elephant. He names him "Jumanna
3-4 tembo" (Tuesday elephant) and they frequently meet thereafter and play
together with increasing affection; Gideon is relieved when the annual
elephant hunt of the tribe yields only a rhinoceros. After his pet has
been gone a long time, he returns-now a large elephant-to visit Gid-
eon. "And then Gideon knew it was time to say goodbye." The illustra-
tions are softly executed but strong in feeling; unfortunately, they show
a child who looks much younger than ten. The story is not convincing,
although adequately written; it has neither enough action nor enough cul-
tural detail to sustain interest.
Greenleaf, Margery. Banner Over Me; A Tale of the Norman Conquest; illus. by
Charles Mikolaycek. Follett, 1968. 288p. $4.95.
Cerdic and Turold, twin sons of a Saxon family loyal to the newly-
Ad chosen Harold of England, follow quite different paths in the brief but
7-9 tumultuous events of the Norman Conquest. Turold goes to Normandy
as Harold's spy, but quickly acquires a devotion to William; torn by
his divided allegiance, Turold takes no part in the fighting. Cerdic is
wounded at the Battle of Hastings and the brothers unite to protect their
household from the ravages of the conquering Normans; after being aid-
ed by William, the brothers and their vassals swear fealty to the victor,
presaging the amity of the new reign. The historical details are excel-
lent, the writing style rather heavy and slow, mitigated by the drama of
real events and fictional embroideries. The book gives a good picture
of the complexities of English loyalties in a time when many Saxon fam-
ilies had relatives or dear friends who were Norman or of Norman de-
scent.
Grice, Frederick. Jimmy Lane and His Boat; illus. by Eileen Green. Watts,
1968. 64p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.21 net.
First published in England in 1963, a slice-of-life story that concen-
Ad trates on milieu and familial relationships. Jimmy lives with his aunt
3-5 and uncle in a small town along the Severn; Jimmy finds a boat and re-
ports it to the police; he uses it to help people when the river floods; he
buys his aunt a budgerigar to replace one she had lost. The writing style
is adequate, the length and difficulty of the story nicely gauged for the
audience; the book's weakness is that there is no real story line, but the
large print, short sentences, and simple structure make the book useful
for reluctant readers.
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Harris, Leon A. Maurice Goes to Sea; pictures by Joseph Schindelman. Norton,
1968. 27p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.69 net.
Maurice, hero of The Great Picture Robbery, is the debonair French
R mouse who lives in the Louvre. He sails on a voyage marred only by the
K-3 hostile cook and his cat. It is they, Maurice is sure, who are guilty of
stealing a diva's jewelry; he goes straight to the cat's house and there
finds the loot. Richer by cheeses: a valiant mouse; richer by promotion:
the friend of Maurice, a messenger boy. The illustrations are amusing
and effective, the story blithe-a bit sophisticated for the read-aloud
audience (not because of difficult vocabulary, but because of latent con-
tent and irrelevant verse) but they'll enjoy the mouse and the shipboard
scenes anyway.
Hays, Wilma Pitchford. The Apricot Tree. Washburn, 1968. 152p. $3.75.
Based on the teaching experiences of the author and her husband, a
Ad story of one young couple's struggle for education and their firm belief
6-9 that all those who seek it should have educational opportunity. Joy grew
up in Nebraska in the twenties and thirties, her college plans halted and
hindered by drought, depression, and family illness. When she and Jim
were married, all of their other needs were put aside until he had earned
a doctorate; even then, they sacrificed an opportunity for a comfortable
salary in another field so that Jim could practice the academic ideals he
preached. Not a didactic book, but a rather staidly purposeful one, this
has merit because of competent writing style and because it gives an
evocative picture of life in the middle west during the years from the
twenties to the second world war.
Hays, Wilma Pitchford. May Day for Samoset; illus. by Marilyn Miller.
Coward-McCann, 1968. 62p. Library ed. $2.86 net.
A story of colonial times, set on the island of Monhegan, Maine.
R Susan has been trying to think of a May Day present for her good friend
3-5 Samoset; reluctantly she decides that one should give the best one has,
and she gives the Indian her beloved kitten. The story line is tenuous,
but the book is simply written and gives a picture of a little-known seg-
ment of colonial history.
Hill, Elizabeth Starr. Master Mike and the Miracle Maid. Holt, 1967. 110p.
Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.92 net.
Even if the author wrote this tongue-in-cheek, it reads exactly like
NR any comic book plot, dialogue and all. While Penny and her uncle are in
5-7 a theater, they sneak on-stage and acquire magic power from an en-
chanted chair. Penny sits in it and becomes eight feet tall and able to
fly, responding to Uncle Mike's commands. She flies, the newspapers
clamor; in moments when she resumes her normal size, Penny worries
about getting a date; she bests the fourteen-fingered Rotsy who has sto-
len wealthy Daphne Devoon's jewels in a smash finish after having flown
through solid earth, et cetera. A certain amount of "Pow!," "Oof !" and
"Zap" embellish the story, which is just not funny enough to be taken as
a burlesque.
Huber, Ursula. The Nock Family Circus; tr. from the German by Barbara Kowal
Gollob; illus. by Celestino Piatti. Atheneum, 1968. 28p. $4.95.
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An oversize picture book with handsome illustrations in dark, bright
Ad colors; the author (a Swiss journalist) traveled for a year with the Nock
K-3 family, which has been performing for six generations. The writing (or
the translation, perhaps) is quite stiff and the text is not always echoed
by the illustrations, but the subject itself has perennial appeal, and the
paintings are effective. There is no plot, the book simply describing the
arrival of the circus, the ways in which its members live, the perfor-
mance, and the quiet departure of the circus caravan when the tent has
come down.
Ishii, Momoko, ad. Issun Boshi, the Inchling, An Old Tale of Japan; retold by
Momoko Ishii; tr. by Yone Mizuta; illus. by Fuko Akino. Walker, 1967.
38p. $3.50.
Beautifully illustrated with vigorous and colorful paintings that capi-
R talize on the magical size of the hero, this old Japanese folktale is told
K-2 in direct, crisp style. The tiny, thumb-sized boy who had come so mirac-
ulously in answer to the prayers of an old, childless couple goes forth
into the world to seek his fortune; his bravery is rewarded when he is
granted one wish and becomes normal size, winning the hand of the prin-
cess who had already loved the inchling.
Johnson, Elizabeth. All in Free but Janey; illus. by Trina Schart Hyman. Little,
1968. 31p. $3.95.
A simple little story with charming illustrations on which the text
Ad leans heavily. Janey, playing Hide and Seek with her friends, sees pic-
2-3 tures in the clouds while she is hiding; when she is It, she imagines
gnomes and pixies under the porch. While imaginative Janey is ab-
sorbed in her fancies, the other children get in free. Not very good at
hiding or seeking, the story concludes, "but she was very good at find-
ing fleecy castles in the clouds and goblin faces in the dark." Children
can enjoy finding the half-concealed faces; the story is a bit wispy for
the independent reader and the combination of factual text and fanciful
illustrations a bit involved for the read-aloud audience.
Knight, David C. Let's Find Out About Weather; pictures by Rend Martin. Watts,
1967. 59p. Trade ed. $2.65; Library ed. $1.98 net.
Both the writing and the illustrations in this introduction to a com-
Ad plex subject are simple, lucid, and a bit staid. The author does a very
2-4 nice job of describing all of the most familiar aspects of weather, from
such simple differences as clear and cloudy to the more complicated
subject of the patterns of moving air-a subject touched on only lightly.
The text includes the different forms of precipitation, wind force, thun-
der and lightning, weather prediction, etc. Useful and certainly clear,
but the usefulness is limited by the fact that there are neither table of
of contents nor index, and that the treatment is superficial.
Krantz, Hazel. Tippy. Vanguard, 1968. 221p. $3.95.
For a very short time fifteen-year-old Tippy had been involved in
M the life of a tough gang, and her nice friends shunned her. That was how
6-9 she became available for volunteer work at a settlement house, where
she worked in a Headstart program and acquired a beau. The book has
several weaknesses: too many characters, a few pat situations, and too
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many sub-plots. It gives a good picture of the variety of activities in a
community program in a poor urban neighborhood, and it has-although
there's a sentimental or pathetic touch here and there-a sympathetic
attitude toward the not-always-cooperative characters in the story. One
or two episodes (a Senior Citizens' play, a nursery story-hour) are com-
pletely enjoyable.
Lauber, Patricia. The Look-It-Up Book of the 50 States; illus. by Herbert Borst.
Random House, 1967. 156p. $3.95.
A book with ready reference use. Given for each state are a map,
Ad pictures of state symbols (bird, tree, seal, flower, and flag), statistical
4-6 information, nickname, origin of state name, et cetera. Two or three
pages of text, in large type, give a small amount of historical informa-
tion and some facts about each state's natural resources, industry, agri-
culture, scenic attractions, and climate. The maps are not really useful;
the map of Massachusetts, for example, shows only twelve cities and
some dozen symbols: a cellist in the Berkshires, an Indian and a turkey
near Plymouth, for example. The map of Hawaii does not show the island
of Kauai at all. Despite the weaknesses, the book should be useful because
of format, brevity, and large print, for the child who wants not too much
information and wants it in easily available form.
Lawson, John. The Spring Rider. T. Y. Crowell, 1968. 147p. $3.95.
"When Jacob had been young he thought the whole Civil War had been
SpR fought in his meadow ... " and the lad, dreaming, had always known that
6-8 some day he would see the soldiers that peopled his dreams. In this
deftly written fantasy, he does see them; he follows a southern general
and meets a northern soldier, and he sees the familiar apparition of the
Spring Rider-Abraham Lincoln. The gaunt and gentle man knows that
Jacob and his sister have befriended ghosts, and he realizes that the
bridging of time has brought near-tragedy to the living young, that the
romantic ghosts must be exorcised. The fanciful plot, the wistful and
dolorous mood, and the homely charm of the Spring Rider will have
most appeal to the mature reader who can appreciate the nuance of
style and symbol.
Lear, Edward. The Scroobious Pip; completed by Ogden Nash; illus. by Nancy
Ekholm Burkert. Harper, 1968. 18p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed.
$3.79 net.
A beautiful book, its large pages filled with pictures of birds, beasts,
R fish, and insects; handsome in format and design, the book is distin-
4- guished by the delicate charm of the illustrations. The Lear verses, left
incomplete at his death, have been filled in by Nash; his additions are in
brackets. The nonsense poetry bears a subtle message of acceptance, as
all the creatures challenge the Pip (a bit of every species, class, genus
etc. in one appealing package) to explain what he is; his firm and only
response is that he is himself, the Scroobious Pip.
Leighton, Margaret (Carver). A Hole in the Hedge. Farrar, 1968. 180p. $3.50.
On the other side of the hedge lives a cross, eccentric old woman,
Ad Mrs. Baird, who wants neither to see nor hear her neighbors, the Fields
6-8 -especially not the Field children. Paula, the oldest, is in charge while
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her parents are away, and she becomes increasingly worried about Mrs.
Baird's peculiar behavior; with the help of her friend Frank, Paula does
enough detective work to be sure, when they call in the police, that they
have found some robbers who are hiding in Mrs. Baird's home. The
young people's sleuthing is believable, and the family situation is real-
istic, enlivened by the comic (but not too comic) character of the house-
keeper, a garrulous woman, not intelligent but exceedingly amiable. The
story's weakness is that the whole plot about Mrs. Baird and the robbers
seems grafted on to the quieter (and better) part of the writing, which is
Paula's home-school-social role.
Lexau, Joan M. The Rooftop Mystery; pictures by Syd Hoff. Harper, 1968. 64p.
(I Can Read Books) Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
One of the nicest things about a book like this, designed for the begin-
R ning independent reader, is that the somewhat older child with reading
1-3 difficulties can accept it because of the format and humor rather than
labeling it as a "baby-book." Sam and Albert are helping Sam's family
move to another home within walking distance; unfortunately Sam finds
any distance too long in which he can be seen in public carrying his sis-
ter's large, conspicuous doll. The situation is realistic, the problem
and solution simply handled, and the book is as appealing as it is useful.
MacMahon, Bryan. Brendan of Ireland; photographs by Wolfgang Suschitsky.
Hastings House, 1967. 48p. Library ed. $3.12 net.
First published in England, a book of photographs that are each ac-
M companied by comments of three or four sentences. They do not make
3-4 a story but they give a picture of life in rural Ireland, with the focus of
activity one attractive child. Each page carries a large photograph, but
the comments for facing pages are on only one side; although arrow-
wedges are used to show pairing of illustration and text, the fact that
the first sentences on a recto page may refer to either verso or recto
is quite confusing. There is a modicum of information about an Irish
farm to be learned, but the book does not compare favorably with the
Gidals' My Village in Ireland (Pantheon, 1957).
Mann, Peggy. The Boy with a Billion Pets; Paul Galdone drew the pictures.
Coward-McCann, 1968. 39p. Library ed. $3.29 net.
Carrie and Charles were best friends at school until the Fatal Day
Ad when Carrie excitedly announced that she had a kitten. She went on talk-
K-2 ing about her kitten until Charles (whose mother was allergic to feath-
ers and fur) invented a series of pets in self-defense; he knew that he
had stepped across the boundary between imagination and fibbing, but
he didn't know how to stop. When his mother brought him two turtles,
Charles promptly forgot the zebra and the monkey, and invited Carrie
over to see his real pets. The illustrations are amusing and attractive;
the story combines the appeal of exotic pets (anteater, gnu, lion cub,
ostrich, etc.) and the familiar situation of the tall-tale-trap. Very nice-
ly handled is the role of Carrie. She listens. The audience may judge
for itself whether Carrie is simply showing early-ripening tact or
whether she really believes the stories Charles tells.
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Mendoza, George. The Hunter I Might Have Been; photographs by De Wayne Dal-
rymple. Astor-Honor, 1968. 22p. $3.50.
For the perceptive and thoughtful child, this gentle reminder of the
SpR importance of all living things should have appeal ... but how many
4-5 children old enough to appreciate the message will read an oversize
book that looks like a picture book? Misty photographs, black and white,
illustrate a brief contemplation of a turning point in a child's life. "When
I was a boy, barely tall," the story begins; the man who, as a child, shot
a sparrow and felt remorse-and never again held a gun-wonders about
the hunter he might have been had his first encounter been with a lion.
The book can be used, also, by an adult for reading aloud to younger
children.
Miller, Helen Markley. Beloved Monster. Doubleday, 1968. 238p. $3.95.
Newly orphaned, eighteen-year-old Robin and her housekeeper come
M to stay in the rambling old house that Robin has inherited from a great-
6-9 uncle. To keep it, she must live in it for six months; to stay solvent,
she takes in guests. The book has two major themes: Robin's growing
independence, capability, and maturity, and the mystery of some hidden
treasure or cache of valuable papers. The first is well-handled, the sec-
ond seems to drag. There are also several sub-plots to do with the vari-
ous guests: an overprotected boy, a spoiled beauty who has run away
from her husband, a broken engagement mended. There are some very
candid and perceptive character sketches, but the canvas is a bit crowd-
ed and the treatment conventional.
Miller, Lisa. Levers; illus. by Sean Morrison. Coward-McCann, 1968. 41p.
Library ed. $2.86 net.
A very simple explanation of the functioning of a lever, the clear il-
R lustrations corresponding to-and augmenting-the text. The author de-
2-4 scribes several familiar applications of the principle and shows how the
placement of the fulcrum can affect the operation of the lever, with the
amount of force needed to lift a load dependent on the fulcrum's position
in relation to the lever. Succinct and lucid, with just enough repetition
for the very young scientist.
Miller, Shane. Desert Fighter; The Story of General Yigael Yadin and the Dead
Sea Scrolls; illus. with drawings and maps by the author and photographs.
Hawthorn Books, 1967. 178p. $3.50.
A biography that begins in 1933, when Yigael Sukenik was fifteen and
Ad joined the underground organization of the Jews in Palestine, the Haga-
6-9 nah; from this he took his code name, Yadin. The events of the conflict
with the Arabs and the details, later, of the finding and identification of
the scrolls are dramatic as well as historically important, and the biog-
raphee interesting both as an Israeli hero and as an archeologist; the
weakness of the book is in the writing style, which is turgid and uneven.
Milne, Lorus J. Gift from the Sky; by Lorus and Margery Milne. Atheneum,
1967. 141p. illus. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.81 net.
R Telling the true story of a mute swan that came to the author's home
6-10 town and settled into living in a pond, the Milnes very deftly introduce
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background information about swans. For example, the "naturalist" of
the book writes to Great Britain for information, and the correspondence
provides facts about the protection and marking of swans. The writing
is easy, warmed by a note of affection and lacking sentimentality. The
swan, later named Alice, aroused so much interest that the town decided
to send for a mate; before that happy day, there had been exciting months
of getting acquainted with Alice-and occasionally, hoping that this dis-
appearance of Alice wasn't a final one.
Minarik, Else Holmelund. A Kiss for Little Bear; pictures by Maurice Sendak.
Harper, 1968. 32p. (I Can Read Books) Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed.
$2.57 net.
There's always an appeal in a familiar character, and the author and
R illustrator again prove an irresistible combination in making that char-
1-2 acter as endearing and amusing as before. Here Grandmother sends Lit-
tle Bear a kiss in return for a picture he has drawn; the ambassador of
good will is Hen, who cocks a leery eye at all the kissing, especially
when she has to retrieve the kiss from Skunk, who has been in the com-
munications chain. The chain has broken down because Skunk found it so
delightful to pass a kiss to a girl skunk, and the story ends with a skunk
wedding attended by the full cast and a somewhat disgruntled Little Bear.
The writing is simple, direct, and sunny, and the pictures echo and orna-
ment the story's charm.
Moyes, Patricia. Helter-Skelter. Holt, 1968. 243p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library
ed. $3.97 net.
Felicity ("Cat") Bell is eighteen, English, and mad for sailing; she
R doesn't look forward, she tells us, to a visit with relatives-but at least
7-10 they live at a naval research base. Convinced that she has seen some-
thing corpse-like in the water, and curious about her uncle's reports of
a security leak at the base, Cat snoops. Her snooping leads to some ex-
citing adventure and even danger, in this better-than-average teenage
mystery story, smoothly written (and convincingly Cat's own version)
and artfully plotted.
Neville, Mary. The First and Last Annual Pet Parade; drawings by Jacqueline
Chwast. Pantheon Books, 1968. 44p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed.
$3.79 net.
Scribbly, lively, zany drawings take full advantage of an amusing
Ad story weakened by a slightly pat ending. It was rumored that the Pet
K-2 Parade was first organized because a dedicated committee worker was
looking for something to organize. A small girl describes her own par-
ticipation complete with dog and older brother, the pileup that resulted
when some animals refused (wisely) to cross a bridge with a wire grid
floor, and the havoc that disrupted the Pet Parade when a car and ice
cream truck collided. The story ends merrily but abruptly as all en-
trants and their owners consume ice cream and regroup for the first
and last annual prize-giving.
Oxenbury, Helen. Numbers of Things. Watts, 1968. 29p. illus. $3.95.
R A tall counting book from England, the shape used to great advantage
4-7 yrs. for the contrasting facing pages. In heavy, clear type on one page,
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each on a separate line, "1, ONE, one, lion" and on the facing page,
filling the long space, a mildly dolorous and quite amiable lion. The
pictures are imaginative and intricately handsome, with humorous de-
tails that give an added fillip.
Parker, Richard. No House for a Mouse; illus. by W. T. Mars. Follett, 1968.
96p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.99 net.
Brian lives in a London apartment in which, his mother firmly rules,
Ad there is no place for a mouse. Brian tries unsuccessfully to give his
3-5 mouse to schoolmates, but the mouse solves her own problem: she jumps
from Brian's pocket into an alluring mousehole while they are in a store.
Later Brian finds that his mouse and her new family are contentedly liv-
ing in the shack of a night watchman. The book is realistic, the writing
style is good; the plot, however, is slight and seems over-extended.
Phelan, Mary Kay. Four Days in Philadelphia-1776; illus. by Charles Walker.
T. Y. Crowell, 1967. 189p. $3.75.
An intensive examination of the crucial events of July first to July
R fourth in Philadelphia in 1776, with several chapters that describe the
5-7 signing of the Declaration of Independence and the subsequent history
of the document itself. The writing has a brisk urgency and a sense of
immediacy as the tension mounts and the votes are weighed; and the his-
torical characters are shown as very real and worried men since the
delegates are divided, and the issue of whether or not to declare a dis-
solution of ties to the British Crown is pending. The book is exciting,
authoritative, and more difficult to read than the format would indicate.
The text of the Declaration, a bibliography, and an index are appended.
Potterton, Gerald. The Star (and George). Harper, 1968. 32p. illus. Trade ed.
$3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
Sprightly illustrations in picture book format are combined with a
M text for independent reading in a Christmas story with a simple plot.
2-3 George is adult, a tree-trimmer not satisfied with his paper star; he
tries various other objects at the top of the tree: a boot, a frog, a bottle,
a pineapple. Still unhappy, he builds a rocket ship and catches a star
which promptly escapes when he later opens the box at home. George
gets his paper star out and it now looks just right to him; what's more,
it stays on the tree. If there is a message here about accepting one's lot,
it may not reach the audience; the large print will appeal, however, as
will the nonsense-note and the vigor of the illustrations.
Pough, Frederick Harvey. The Story of Gems and Semi-precious Stones; illus.
by James Barry. Harvey House, 1967. 142p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library
ed. $3.79 net.
A book filled with fascinating facts about the ways in which gem min-
R erals are formed, mined, and cut for the market; the author also de-
7- scribes the manufacture of synthetic gemstones. The text discusses
crystalline structure, the chemical variations that produce gemstones
of different colors and qualities, and the popular shapes of cut stones.
There is a considerable amount of information about minor stones and
a sprinkling of anecdotes about famous gems. There are some color
photographs, but most of the pictures (photographs and diagrams) are
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in black and white. A table of gemstones and their characteristics, a
list of books suggested for further reading, a glossary, and an index
are appended.
Ressner, Philip. At Night; photographs by Charles Pratt. Dutton, 1967. 32p.
$3.95.
A book of evocative photographs and a restrained, simple text,
Ad achieving with considerable success the capture of the feeling of dark,
K-3 still night. The writing is not lyrical, but there are some lyric and
memorable phrases: "The roof across the street is darker than the
sky.", "Outside, the air smells secret." or "The leaves in the trees
rustle without being seen, and no birds sing." There is no story line,
simply the collection of night images.
Robinson, Lloyd. The Stolen Election; Hayes versus Tilden-1876. Doubleday,
1968. 240p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $4.70 net.
A fascinating account of one of the shadier chapters in our country's
R political history. In 1876, Samuel Tilden was expected to win the presi-
7-10 dential election ... but some states had sent in more than one set of
electoral votes. Who could decide which set to use? Tilden needed 185
votes; he had 184. For the election to go to Hayes, the Republican candi-
date, every disputed vote (Florida, Louisiana, Oregon, South Carolina)
had to go to him, and the managing editor of the New York Times, Reid,
worked with bitter determination and no scruples to see that that hap-
pened. The bribery and corruption that ensued had an effect on the fu-
ture as well as on those concerned: "Everything was duly agreed. The
South would help make Hayes President, and Hayes would give the South
back to the white Democrats." The tone of writing is dispassionate, the
events dramatic; the material is deftly handled, particularly in view of
its complexity. An index and a bibliography are appended.
Sharp, Jim. Hawaii's Enchanted Islands; photography by Ted Czolowski. Rand
McNally, 1968. 160p. $14.95.
A big, big book filled with color photographs of Hawaiian scenes; the
Ad text mixes geographical information, historical background, and a heavy
6- dose of chamber-of-commerce rhapsodizing. "Monarchs, missionaries,
and merchants have all had their days on Oahu. Here you can have your
days, too: warm, lazy days of quiet, and cool, soothing nights beside the
moonlit sea." Each of the islands is described separately; each section
has some stunning photographs of beautiful scenes and some pictures
that are run-of-the-mill brochure quality: hotels, shops, hula perform-
ers, etc. With too random an organization of material for reference use,
and with no index, this seems only a large, glossy, and haphazard brows-
ing book.
Shortall, Leonard. Andy the Dog Walker; written and illus. by Leonard Shortall.
Morrow, 1968. 48p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.94 net.
Pleasantly illustrated, but an insubstantial story. Andy accompanies
M a young woman who walks dogs because one dog, Charlie, is a neighbor's
2-3 pet. The dogs are tied to a park bench, and Andy watches them while the
young woman makes a phone call. Charlie gets away while Andy is rac-
ing after a police car; Andy hunts, finds the dog, is told by the owner
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that "Niki shouldn't have let Charlie get loose" (ignoring the fact that
Andy was supposed to be watching the dogs) and is told that next day he
can walk the dog alone. Andy's hunt for Charlie serves more as a device
to show urban scenes (particularly Central Park) than to implement the
story line.
Shuttlesworth, Dorothy Edwards. All Kinds of Bees; illus. by Su Zan Noguchi
Swain. Random House, 1967. 62p. $1.95.
Beautifully illustrated with precise, realistic drawings, this simply
R written book is an excellent introduction to the subject. The writing style
4-6 is informal, but never slangy or cute; the material is well-organized,
not comprehensive but balanced; the placing of illustrations in relation
to the text is dependably good. A relative index follows a chart that gives
the classification for some branches of some bee families, with habitats.
Silverberg, Robert. The Morning of Mankind; Prehistoric Man in Europe. New
York Graphic Society, 1967. 240p. illus. $4.95.
An engrossing description of early man (25,000 B.C. to the founding
R of the Roman Empire) and an equally interesting record of the early
8- archeological and anthropological finds and theories that interpret the
remains of his cultures. In discussing any tribe, culture, or a whole peo-
ple, the author gives facts about the climate and the topography that may
have influenced (or even produced) behavior patterns-a good scientific
approach for the reader to learn along with facts about man's growing
skills and knowledge, and the increasing complexity of human life. A di-
vided bibliography and an index are appended.
Slobodkin, Louis. Round Trip Space Ship. Macmillan, 1968. 168p. illus. $4.50.
A sequel to The Space Ship Under the Apple Tree, and just as light
R and amusing a story; Slobodkin's illustrations have their usual beguiling
3-5 (and deceptive) simplicity of line. Eddie flies with his Martinean friend
to Marty's home planet; they take along some forms of animal life (fro-
zen for travel safety) and Eddie himself seems to be on exhibit. Later
he learns that the Martinean sages have decided that they want to absorb
some of the terrestrial manual know-how, having decided that life in
Martinea was too sophisticated and automated. There is a hint of one-
worldliness, a smattering of science with the fantasy, and a great deal
of cheerful humor.
Spier, Peter, illus. Hurrah, We're Outward Bound! Doubleday, 1968. 36p.
$3.95.
In the 16th and 17th centuries, the old French port of Honfleur was
R the embarkation point for many voyages, and in this engagingly illustrat-
K-2 ed book, one such voyage is pictured. The text does not describe the voy-
age, but consists of sea chanteys and rhymes; the historical information
is provided in an appendage. The pictures follow the ship from Honfleur
to New York to Dartmouth and back to the home port. The illustrations
abound in liveliness and gaiety, and are very handsome indeed. Older
children can best appreciate some of the illustrative details that have
historical value or humorous appeal.
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